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o Crowded House

The following letter was received at
about the same time that Coach Jenkins
gave his views of the situation that exists
on the track team, and supports the statement of Coach Jenkins that men are badly needed in this line of activity.

•

md Bradstreet
Willard Perry
Dorothy Blair

irge Solomon.
ul Philip Me-

t-, R. R. Reed
r. W. Prescott
ilip Brockway

ry Williamson

eirst, let's have the weekly psychology joke:
Professor: I am now going to
drive this point home.
George: Can I ride along, too,
please, Mister?
Then a bit front the Biblical department:
Question: When did Saint Paul
sleep five in a bed?
Answer: When he slept with
his forefathers.
Speaking of the Bible, we cer• Indy agree that it is more blessed
give than to receive, at least as
far as demerits go.

vertisers

And continuing along the religious line, we would like to say
that our moral sense received a
distinct shock when the choir in
one of our local churches rose last
Sunday and sang for fully five
minutes about a pair o' dice.
Corrupt forces are certainly at
work on this campus, and they do
not stop with humans, they even
seek to ruin the livestock. Proof:
Phil Brockway, M.C.A. man and
potential preacher that he is, has
actually taught 37 9-10% of the
grey squirrels on campus to chew
tobacco.
Alter her first visit to the Chaii, Kay Dick (freshette) admits
!Ill' truth of the old maxim: "Big
aches from little toe-corns grow."
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Chinna recently got this letter
irm Chatta:
hear Chinna:
Whoopee! Venimus. Vedimimus,
Vicimus. We had a perfectly
gorgeous game and then it began
to ran.
Old Jupe Pluve showed
that he cared a wee bit for the
Maine co-eds, because he didn't
.end the rain until after we finished thy game. Or is it possible
he was sympathizing with the Agcies?
We have been eating, talking.
and sleeping ever since we arrived
at (lara's. Marge and Merrita
have grown so attached to breakfast food that they now sleep with
shredded wheat. Watch them when
the return to) Balentine.
lkie and Spud have turned Stoics. Miss Lengyel tucked them in
a heti littered with wood and other
such odds and ends and they actually stayed there (until the door
closed).
The shades oi night are falling
MI I am
Yours,
Chatta
Now that mid-semester rankare in the air, let's keep in mind
s hat the old colored preacher said:
"( ;oil predestines man to be saved;
the Devil predestines man to he
Lannert; and the man has the casting vote." Our ranks, in other
words. are on our own heads.
\lid don't eat too much turkey!

Senior Foresters
Leave For 9 Weeks
At Lumber Camp
For Fral
Smokers

Highteen senior foresters left last Sat:rdas for their winter camp, located near
the town of Grindstone in northern
Maine. Their work,
ler the supersi`'..n of Professor R. I. Ashman. will
1s1 of careful study of lumber operations, sil.icultural work, forest mensura-

Pouches
Lighters

tion, and beard growing. The crew is
,spected back again after a sojourn of
tune weeks. The following men are now
location:
Paul Bennett,

Theodore

Bickmore.

Blanchard. Ihmald Caulfield,
Clark, William Draper. Morton
riles. Horace Flynn. Blakeley Gallagher,
Paul Goodwin. Lawrence Gras. Waldo
Harvvood, 1.eslie Holdridge. Kenneth
Kenneth Lap%%orth. Henry LibPaul Morton, Michael Stalmuke.
Richard

Edward Berry Stars In
Amusing Role Of
Tony Lumpkin

Editor of the Campus,
Dear Sir:

Last Thursday evening in Alumni Hall
the Maine Masque presented "She Stoops
to Conquer" to an enthusiastic audience.
The mirth-provoking Tony Lumpkin,
played by Edward Berry, the aspiring
Mrs. Hardcastle, played by Ernestine
Merrill, the jovial, self-centered Mr.
Hardcastle. played by Francis Ricker,
the sweet "Kate" Hardcastle, played by
Myrilla Guilfoil, and all the rest made
this comedy one of the finest that has
been seen on the campus for a long time.
The entire cast gave a professional touch
to the acting of this most popular production with a great deal of credit going
to Professors Bailey and Bricker who
made it possible.
Edward Berry, as Tony Lumpkin, was
the most outstanding of the cast. Berry
played his part from the opening to the
finale and it was his fine interpretation
and portrayal (of his part that kept the
action moving along at a rapid rate.
When not occupying the center of the
stage, the audience waited with pleasant
expectancy for his next appearance.
Mr. Berry was at his best in the scene
at the alehouse. This scene was the one
that tested and proved the high calibre
of his acting during this production.
Mr. Berry's interpretation and the fine
acting iii those who took part in this
scene made it one of the most humorous in the play.
The parts of Mr. and Mrs. Hardcastle
were taken by Francis Ricker and Ernestine Merrill. Mr. Ricker as the jovial
and self-centered Mr. Hardcastle played
his part in his usual capable manner.
Miss Merrill, who made her first appearance as a Masque player, ably took the
part of the temperamental and loquaciou,
Mrs. Hardcastle whose greatest desire
was social prestige.
The main romance centered about
young Marlow, the egotistic and snobbish
son of Sir Charles Marlow. a boyhood
friend of Mr. Hardcastle. and Miss
Hardcastle. Young Marlow was played
by John Longley, a freshman, and Miss
Hardcastle by Myrilla Guilfoil, an experienced player of the society.
The other romance which nearly culminated in a successful elopement, was
between Hastings. close friend of young
Marlow. played by Walter Hall, and
Miss Nevin, a friend of Miss Hardcastle, played by Freda Crozier.
(Continued on Page Four)
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arsity Hockey
-• Final (fame
Team ‘‘ms
From Connecticut, 6-3

This letter is intended for the reading
of every able-bodied Maine man. It is
the culmination of the unpublished feelings of one who has participated in athletics at the University of Maine and one
who is closely in touch with the athletic
situation, whether football, baseball, or
track.
Maine has been fortunate in athletics
during the past five years. There have
been outstanding football teams, there
has been a State Championship baseball
team, and Maine has achieved a remarkable position in New England track circles thru her four straight titles over
eighteen other institutions. Hard work.
superior coaching, and faithful training
have given Maine a "place in the sun."
Credit and praise to those men who made
it possible!
Many Maine alumni of the past five
years know how these things came about.
No "stars" flocked to Orono from leading prep schools; no extensive scouting
was done by alumni and Maine followers to send up brilliant freshmen for athletic purposes. Maine developed the men
whom she found in her midst. One year
every boy on the football team was from
within the State of Maine. "Bud" Lindsay never actually ran in competition before hc entered Maine in the fall of
1926; he left four years later, Intercollegiate Cross-Country record-holder of
United States! "Bill" Gowen never had
a discus in his hand until March of his
sophomore year, yet in two years there

were only two men in the world who had
ever thrown it farther than Bill's 159
foot mark of last Spring. Time was
when Maine men came out for sports
without experience, and came out in large
numbers. Some came just for exercise;
others figured that they would have a
chalice to be "up there" after a couple
of years. Group spirit and faithful practice by many reaped its desersed reward.
The Maine Cross-Country varsity
The class of 1934 has caught this team placed sixth with a team score of
former spark. Their football squad was 187 and the freshman team placed fifth
large and held its numbers. The cross- with a total of 133 in the Intercollegiate
country boys have built up a scrappy, Cross-Country run held Monday at Van
cocks little team which would take off Cortlandt Park in New York City. The
its hat to no one in New England a Maine men finished in the following
week ago. Not much experience, but a places, order and time in the varsity
lot of hard work has characterized the race: Everett A. Gunning, 8th,
31:10;
class of 1934.
Bud Brooks, 32nd. 32:08; Harry Booth,
Maine needs men for track this win- 45th. 32:44; R. E. Austin, 47th, 32:47;
ter and more men in the Spring. Maine Jim Fuller, 03rd.
33:33; R. E. Pendleton,
can keep her track reputation as high as 60th. 33:43; Steve Mank, 73rd, 33:56.
ever if she has good material out. FifIn the freshman race, the Maine cubs
teen different events for a man to choose
finishing for fifth place in the team tofrom; surely there is a place for the feltals, placed these men in the following
low who goes after it. With indoor
positions with the time noted: Laurence
track facilities second to none in the
B. Jackson, 18th, 15:45; Theodore Earl,
country, it is often pitiful to see how
21st, 15:50; George Osgood, 26th, 10:03;
few are utilizing them.
Irving Harvey. 36th, 16:16; Paul RobThe Christmas Handicap will come the
bins, 37t1t. 10:17; Alfred Adams, 47th,
second week in December. Several years
10:28; William Caswell, 61st, 10:46.
ago it was the high-light of indoor track
The time of the winning man in the
before the Bates meet. It should be this
year. Coach Jenkins needs men, but he varsity race was 30:197,5, a figure 13
can't drag them over or tease them to seconds slower than the figure of 30;06
come out. For exercise, or what you set by Lindsay and Richardson in their
will. let's see a real turn-out for track. tie for first last year in this event. The
Rates will bring a strong team here at six-mile course was a sea of mud which
the end of February. Let's stop this hindered the runners to a great extent.
The scores of the teams in the varsity
M heat clean-up by a hand of track men
that will warn Bates of what is going to race that placed ahead of Maine were
happen at the State Meet here next Penn State. 29; Syrcuse, 67; Harvard,
98; N.V.U.. 107; Cornell, 167; Maine.
Spring!
187.
Sincerely yours,
A Member of the 1928
Track Team

Debaters Form Leadue
Athletic Board Awards
With Other N.E. Colleges
Letters and Numerals
Bricker Elected Head
To 44 Football Men

Gunning Finishes Sth In Election To Take Place At
Military Hop on
arsity Race To Lead
December 12
Maine Pack

Jenkins
▪ Urges Men
Go Out For Track;
Many Events Open

In line with the letter printed in an adThe debating season at the University
At a meeting of the Athletic Board of joining column, a Campus representative
of Maine will get underway next Mon- , the University of Maine Thursday after- interviewed Coach Jenkins on the subject
day at 4:15, when all candidates, both noon, it was voted to award letters to and found that the need for men to come
men and women, varsity and freshmen. twenty-two members of the varsity foot- unit for track is great. As evidence of
will hold a meeting in room 235, Arts ball squad. and numerals to twenty men the need is the fact that out of the men
on the track squad who won points in the
and Sciences building. Professor Her- Ill the freshman team.
New Englands last season, the only one
schel Bricker. coach of the Maine deThe men who received letters are Capwho will be in competiti(pn next Spring
bating teams will be in charge, and will
tain Cecil "Hank" Horne. Manager Lawwill be Rayino White. ‘Vhite placed
outline to the prospective debaters the
rence Hunt, Warren Blocklinger. Fernald
third in the hundred yard dash and
program for the year.
Bagley, Munroe Romansky, Clifton CurThe schedule this year is expected to tis, Walter Riley, John Moran. John calmed two points by so doing. There
are only four men left if those who won
be more extensive than formerly. A new Wilson. Milton Sims,
Melbourne Means, points
in the state meet held at Bowdoin
debating league, including five New Eng- Calvin Fickett, Samuel Calderwood, Edlast Spring. These men are White in
land colleges, was recently formed at a ward Buzzell. Ralph Davis. Julius
Pike. the sprints. Er Gunning in the twee-mile
oniference held at the Parker House in Herbert Lewis. Raymond Smith,
Arthur run, Norm %Vebber in the
shot-put, CurBoston, and debates will be held with Lufkin, Norton Lamb, Samuel Sezak,
tis in the discus, and Bill Jensen in the
each of the other colleges in this league. and Hubert Tracy.
javelin.
There is also a possibility that other
The freshmen who were awarded their .
colleges will join before the beginning of numerals are Captain Carleton Davis.
the debating season. Professor Bricker Donald Favor, Philip Parsons, Donald
was elected president of this leagtic. Corbett. John Sinclair, Russell Walton,
which includes m addition to the Uni- l'aul Mitchell, James Rice, Robert Hill.
cersits of Maine, the University of New J,4„, Qui„„, Ar
„
mi Giguere, William
Hampshire, Colby College. Emerson Col- Rossing. Richard Moore, Elwin Stinson,
lege. and the Connecticut Agricultural .Nlvin Heald. Stanwood Searles,
George
College. It will include both men's and Colman. Norman Bartlett, George Oswomen's teams, with the first debates good, Chester Marson.
beginning in about a month.
Four of those who received n.....erals
.1.
he subject for debates in this league plased in every period of
every game.
will be."Resolved, that the state should These own were Donald Favor, Robert
enact legislation poodding for compularktoo Davis. and Chester Mar
(Continued on Pow Tour)

he Maine ‘'arsity Hockey team completed a successful season by defeating
the Connecticut Aggies 6-3 on the Connecticut field at Storrs, Saturday. November 15.
The game was played in a drizzling
rain %Inch threatened to break int.. a
shower any minute; but even rain could
not dampen the spirits of the Maine
girls. Four goals were made in the first
half. iv:. by Stubby Burrill and two by
Polly Brown. Connecticut scored one
goal during this half.
The Connecticut team came hack for
the second half with more fight. During
this period Connecticut scored twice and
The ))
door for Intramural basStubby Burrill made two more goals,
ketball is now being laid in the Memorikeeping Maine three points ahead.
The Forestry Department of the Uni- al Gym and the chances are that the
This half was much faster and Maine
versity of Maine is at present planning teams will can be practicing on it in
had to do some real fighting to keep
to construct a permanent forestry CHM) preparation for the coming,
season. Elevthe Aggie girls from rolling up a score. near the towns of Princeton and
Waite,, en men have been working on it the past
M..ntenateery substituted for Kierstead
to he occupied by the forestry students fess days and all is completed except that
and Carter for Trickey during the secduring the last half of their first senior the bleachers base not been
erected.
ond half.
year semester. This has been made posThe pole-vaulting pit in the indoor
The Maine team was lighter and faster sible by a gift of
$10110 from Curtis M. gs in is IN•ing rebuilt
completely. The
than Connecticut, although Connecticut Hutchins, a former
post graduate stuCattl a• supporting the saw-dust has been
had some sery heavy hitters, notably
dent of the University. The gilt was ' taken out, and the
loose hogs that supone called "Dynamite". who drove the
made sith the provision that the Ijni- ported
the canvas have also been removed
ball the length of the field with careful
versity add at least a similar amount.
because they have decayed. Those in
aim and great speed.
Constructi.M on the camp will begin charge of the rebuilding of the pit are
game.
fine
Connecticut played a %cry
spring, and will be ready for the , desirous of putting in cedar poles in place
but did not keep their formation, nor next
occupation
of the foresters of the class , of the birch sticks formerly in the pit.
distinguished
work
that
hate the team
because cedar is kits susceptible to moisthe Maine girls. The Connecticut lassies of '32.
The camp will be built on state land. ture than is birch.
were easily winded and at one time one
girl, needing a rest so badly, sat down on under the charge of Forest CommissionNOTICE
the ball for a while, but got up when er Neil L. ‘'iolette, and v.ill assist in the
11htre Hill be no issue of the amities
deceloptnent of permanent management
prodding became too vigorous.
of the township in which it is located.
next Thursday. Thank)sti tag Day.
(Continued on Page Four)

, .
Forestry Department
Indoor l'aultmg Pit
JENIctss
Planning A New Camp
In Gym Being Rebuilt
...enk.„,. in the interview. stated
that those men who come out for track
For Senior Foresters
now svill stand a good chance when the
I

sit

season actually opens, for they can spend
the remainder ..f the Fall and all Winter
in learning the fundamentals of their
event s. then, when conditions are such
that outdoor work is possible, the candidates can elesote their time to polishing
up their style and trying to better their
achievements in their chosen event.
Coach Jenkins pointed out that because
of the dearth of men, any man coming
out for track now would have fifteen
events to choose from and surely would
be able to find (me for which he was
suited. Coach Jenkins also stressed the
fact that the team would of necessity
have to be one that ssould get most of
its points in second and third places—
the test of a well-balanced team. By
having a large number of men to choose
from, the coach will be able to build up
a strong aggregation that will make its
(Continued on Page Pow)

The tise nominees for the position of
honorary Lieutenant Colonel of the University of Maine R.O.T.C. unit were announced by the military department Monday morning, following a vote taken at
the regular drill Saturday. The names
of the five co-eds in the Junior class that
received the greatest number of votes
will be placed on the final ballot, with
the election taking place the night of the
Military Ball, December, each couple attending the ball having one vote.

•

LINWooD CHENEY
I itsi<Ienj of Scabbard and Blade
The girls who were nominated are
Sylvia I- Hickson of Bangor, Ilekit W.
Stearns of Millitiocket, Florence Marion
Lewis of Springfield, Anna M. Lyon of
Bar Harbor, and Marjorie Deane Stevens of Bangor. Election is based on popularity, and to he chosen honorary Lieutenant t Aimed is practically the same as
being named the most popular girl in the
Junior class.
After the final election has been made.
(Continued n Poor Three)

Bailey Chooses Cast
For Next Masque Nay
ou lies-ember 11th in the Chapel, the
Masque will present its sectmd play- of a
series of four for the year. This play.
"The Passing of the Third Floor Back,"
is a cleverly written play by Jerome K.
Jertime.

The- cast include-s several who will
appear for the first time in a Masque
production. They are: Mr. Porter, Miss
Nelson, Mr. fierce. Miss Morrison, Miss
Clark. and Mr. Brown.
Mr. Bradstreet is a veteran actor having taken a major part in a number of
plays. his last appearance being in "She
Stool,s tio CcotH111Cf.
"

Miss Lyon is recognized for having
done admirable work in "The Escapeawl "The Sssan," both of which werc
presented last year.
Miss Cousins played the part of
"Ihilc)
" %hen that play was presented
a year ago.
Miss Campbell had a minor part in
"The Escape."
Mr. Brockway, Mr. Reed. and Mr.
Mosher recently made their first appearances before a U. of M. audience in
"She Stoops to Conquer."
The east which follows, has been temporarily chosen by Prof. Bailey and is
subject to change.
'The east:
Joey Wright
Mr. Reed
Christopher Penne
Mr. Porter
Major Tompkins
Philip Brockway
Mrs. Tompkine
Miss Cousins
Vivian
Miss Cousins
Jape Samuels
Mr. Mosher
Harry farkernn
Mr. Bence
Miss Kite
Miss Morrison
Mrs. Percival de Henley Jean Campbell
Stasia
Miss Clark
Mrs. Sharpe
Anna Lyons
The Third Floor Back
F. Raymond Bradstreet
Collector
Mr. Brown
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PROF. PERHAC TALKS ON
VIRGIL

WOMEN':

Social Happenings

j
•
•
Professor Perhav of the 1..atin depart-,
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
merit gave a very interesting speech on,
Wednesday afternoon at General' Lecture I
University of Maisie.
ii the Life of Virgil.
Published Thursdays d,m,g toe o,,alfe v.ar by the students of the
ENTERTAIN AT BRIDGE
SIGMA TAU TO GIVE VIC
Member of Ner England Interrollesiate Newspaper A maatiatioa
Publius N'ergilitts Marco was born in
Miss Doris Gross and Amy Adams
PARTY
the district of Andes near Mantua M
Sigma Tau is giving its first victrola entertained at a bridge party, Friday,
Norman A. Por(er, '31
r tocin Chief
isalpine Gaul October 15, 70 B.C. lie
Reparty this Friday night. It is to be held Nosember 14, at Balentine Hall.
nas the son of humble parents. At first
freshments consisting of sandwiches and
NI1114111 V_ Li. Briton, '3.1
Mslomme Editor
Sullivan
will
be
in
Colvin
Hall.
Mrs.
his father WaS a public courier but he
punch acre served. The guests were DR. YOUNG SPEAKS AT PHI
the chaperon_
later desoted his life to raising bees.
Helen Moore, Adrienne Bedelle, Dr.
SIGMA MEETING
lovratersteriT mmHg
Frederick Guerin, Irvin Mason, Ermo
Virgil studied at Cremona. Then at
Sigma held an open meeting at 11
Phi
'at
buck,
Anna
awns
(Women)
Johnson,
%%hidden
W.
s
A 0 PI INFORMAL
Anne Lyou,
society
Scott. and Galen Ve000,
Panay Metiers, 'a)
the age of twelve his father sent him to
Nese .NOIDPD ,
Coburn. Nos. 12. Dr. Si. B. Young gave
Bryant '31
—
Humor
Mavis,
Friday
night 45 couples attended an
and
Milan
school
of
advanced
'33
the more
Literary leditor----itosamond Oole,
aborts (Men)
an address on Parasitic Worms Found
fflarry Paul. .42
informal dance given by the Alpha OmiSIGMA NU INFORMAL
finally to Rome.
in I ...res. It was based upon Dr. Young's
cron
Pi sorority at the Penobscot Valley
Sigma Nu held an informal dinner onn research among the animals in the
REPORTERS
lie attempted a lawyer's career, but.
Country Club. One of the features of and dance Saturday evening. Thirty fox-farms of Maine.
being slow of speech, he gave up the atBetty Barrows, Edna Orange. Charlotte Bosnian, Bernice Woodman, Josephine Nutty,
the
evening, along with the combination couples were present at the banquet and
Laura Gross, Virginia Berry, Myrilla Gunton. Eleanor Meacham, Evelyn Randall, Rebecto
the
study
tempt and devoted his life
novelty and Paul Jones dance, was the dance. Music was furnished by Pat
ca Spencer. Jean Oampbell, cisme 4.101110. F. .5. Craig, Carroll Works, Horses Flynn,
of
the
greatest
became
one
Dr. J. H. Ashworth, Assistant Profesof
and
poetry,
Marjorie Ste.s ens, Walter lirown, Caroline Cousins.
new stride established by "Raymo" White Iluddilston's orchestra. Dr. and Mrs. sor II. B. Kirshen, Mr. C. G. Garland,
poets that ever lived.
in preparation for his appearance in Rice chaperoned the part).
Miss Jessie Ashworth. and Mr. M. H.
BUSINEss DEPAItT/ASNT
Virgil wrote several minor poems of
track this Spring. Sandwiches and colGuyer attended the state meeting of sono importance. His greater poems were
Business Manager
George Hargreaves, '41
tee were served at intermission.
John Roberta. 'al
NORTH HALL TEA
Ain't. Bummer Manager
cial sciences at Bates College, Lewiston,
the "F.chigues"—a selection of pastoral
Mel. Business Manager--------Gordon Hayes, 'a»
Mr. and Mrs. Rice, Mr. and Mrs, lbA %try delightful tea was held at November 14-15.
Circulation Manaacr______Rentuald Harpresivali '31!
collection
!poems, and the "Georgics"—a
Mason and Mrs. Sawyer chaperoned.
North Hall, Saturday afternoon from
!of poems on agriculture with which VirMusic by Perley Reynolds.
three to five for the patronesses of Phi
Miss Nancy H. McCreary addressed
old
love
of
other
correspondence
rekindle
the
to 'oil attempted to
Address all business correspondent.. to the Business Manager; all
Mu, Mrs. Hart, Mrs. Fielder, Mrs. Hud- the American Association of University
the Editer-M-Cblef.
levei
farming
on
a
placing
agriculture
by
Entered u second class matter at the post oMor. Orono, Maine
dilston, Mrs. Wear and Mrs. Parker. Vs'omen at Orono on November 12 on
CHAPEL
Printed at the University Press. ortino, Maine.
worthy of poetical treatment. Virgil's
The sorority colors, rose and white, were Same Contemporary American Novelists,
Mr.
Eugene
H.
Rice
of
Bangor
gave,
Subscription: $1.00 a Year
greatest work was the "Aeneid." This
a series of violin selections in a recital l attractively carried out in decorations Ntiss McCreary is secretary of the Unipoem won for Virgil immortal fame;
at
Chapel, Monday morning. Miss Doris and refreshments. Many delegates were versity branch of this association.
letter
ironn
ue
are
glad
too
print
a
a
Caturos.
of
the
In this issue
it is considered perhaps the greatest epic
present from other sororities. There
Doucette
acted as accompanist.
member of the track squad at the University. of Maine during the season poem that human genius has ever comwere also a large number of matrons
Dean Stevens attended a meeting of
gives
the
Virgil
poem
of l92g. A letter of this nature should be taken to heart by those to posed In this
who attended.
DORM
DANCE
NOV.
22
the Committee on Accredited Bible Study
wanderings of Aeneas,
the
account
of
whom it is addressed. The writer is desirous that the track team develop
at Augusta, Saturday. Nov. 15. Dean
All is in readiness for the freshman
the hero of the poem, who later becomes
Tuesday night the Y.W. had a meeting Stevens is chairman of this committee.
to the point where it can decisively trim Bates as it has in years past— the founder of Rome.
dance, which aill take place in the dining
room under Hannibal Hamlin Hall on at which Dr. Drummond spoke on "Stu- which works in cooperation with the
a feeling that should meet with the approval of the entire student body.
More than ten years were spent upon
Saturday
evening. Perley Reynolds' dent Life in Germany." lie told many State Department of Education.
should
very
be beaten.
But, although the students may agree that Bates
the composition of the Aeneid, but in the
orchestra has been engaged to furnish interesting features of German student
few are willing to get out and do anything about it. This is no new poet's judgment it was still unfinished;
Richard NV. Merrill of the German
the music for the occasion, and the chap- and faculty life. Dr. Drummond stressed
phenomenon—the indifference of college students is too well known to he left instructions in his will to burn
erons will be: Mr. and Mrs. Frederick the fact that the German student has Department spoke at the Masonic Club,
them
Augustus
forbade
poem,
but
need comment. Perhaps it would be well to call a spade a spade and the
S. Youngs, Dean and Mrs. Lamert S. almost complete freedom, lie can take Old Town. Thursday evening. Novemto do so, and ordered it to be pubattribute the lack of interest to "laziness". For this there is only one
Corbett,
Coach and Mrs. Philip Jones, as many or as few subjects when and ber 13. on Nationalism Socialism in Gerlished just as he had left it.
Mr. and Mrs. William Kenyon, and Mr. how he pleases. He arranges his own man).
remedy---a little interest and pride in the Maine track teams of the past
Virgil died at the age of fifty-oneschedule and takes no examinations until
few years. If each fraternity house were to see that as many men as 19 WC., and was buried at Naples. The and Mrs. Stanley Wallace. Because of he feels
that his university days are over
Dr N M Turner of the English Delimited
space
the
number
of
couples
will
possible went out for track, it W Mild help immensely, and would raise two-thousandth anniversary of his birth
partment gave a talk to the pupils of
be limited to one hundred and twenty-five and that he has covered his field.
the standards that could be set for the talent required to secure a place r, being celebrated throughout the world and members of the
"Migration," which means a transfer- Birch Street School Thursday, Novemcommittee are now
this year.
ring from one college to another, is corn- ber 13, on Opportunity.
on the team.
busy distributing tickets.
Perhaps if some of those with athletic possibilities could see the
The room will be attractively decorated mill among German students. If one
VARSITY RIFLE TEAM TO with banners, pennants, and other
feels he wishes to study some subject
Mrs. Herman S. Silverman entertained
suitlatest copy of the Bates "Student", with its rhetorical splurges about
HAVE BUSY SEASON
under lour or six outstanding scholars the members of Sigma Tau sorority at
able
adornments,
and
should
present
a
the Bates football and cropss-conintry teams and their newly-acquired
he goes to the various universities to find bridge Friday night.
moot pleasant appearance.
championships, they would feel the desire to stop the career of the LewThe Varsity Rifle Team will represent
those professors.
The German student is not bound by
iston collegians toward a clean sweep in all the intercollegiate sports in the University in matches held with col- MOUNT VERNON
Dean Paul Cloke left town Friday.
INFORMAL
leges and universities over the entire
rules or conventionalisms. He can speak November 14, to attend the Land-Grant
the state.
Mount
Vermin
Rinse held an informUnited States, under conditions one hunoor say what he wishes about anything College Association meeting at WashThis year, there will be no outstanding stars on the Maine track
al party Friday evening. Mrs. Merrill
dred percent better than in previous
and can be discharged from his university ington. D. C., the following week.
and
Professor
and
efforts—rather,
the
team
will
Mrs.
Lyle C. Jenness
team, who will win meets by their own
years.
only for very important reasons. On the
have to be a well-balanced unit, capable of getting points in all events.
The Indoor Range, situated in the chaperoned. Music was furnished by the whole the German student is more seriDr. J. II. 'Waring and Roger Clapp
Trombadours.
Madeline
Bunker
had
The only way in which a team of'this kind can be developed is by con- Armory, has been completely remodeled.
ous and displays keen interest in all elec- of the department of Horticulture, are
charge of arrangements.
tions.
stant practice and work. It follows that individuals will perhaps stand In place of the high, awkward benches
attending an apple and flower show in
previously found at the firing points, a
The meeting closed voith a piano solo Portland this week.
a better chance of not being overshadowed by star performers. But a
COLVIN HALL INFORMAL
low box has been constructed and filled
hy Grace Quarrington, '33.
large number .if men are needed to develop a team that is fairly well with a suitable mixture of sand and loam.
,.is in Ilan held its first informal
BRANN TO SPEAK TO KAPPA
represented in all events, rather than a team that wins meets oil the A canvas covering serves to hold the dance Saturday, November 15, Mrs.
BALENTINE DINNER
CHI SIGMA
Delia
Sullivan.
Dean
Colvin
and
Mr.
and
efforts (of individual stars. Coach Jenkins wo add like nothing better latter in place. The butts on which the
A formal dinner was held in Balentine
Professor B. F. Brann will speak oil
targets rest have been entirely over- Mrs. Frederick Youngs were chaperones. I Hall, Wednesday evening, November 19, "Changes in the Chemistry Department
than to he rushed off his feet by a crowd of men coining out for track.
hauled, a new set of steel plates put in The conunittee in charge was Katherine with the following faculty members as in the Past 25 Years," at a meeting of
place. and a battery of lights installed Lang. Frances Fuger. and Louise Wash- guests: Dean and Mrs. James S. Stev- Kappa Chi Sigma, honorary chemical
The restricting oof the number of those attending the Military 'lop
so that each target receives the benefit burn. Music was furnished by "Pat" Oils, Dean and Mrs. George D. Chase. society for women, to be held Wednesis a coommetulable step. As was pointed out in this column last Spring, of four fifty-watt bulbs. tn', from above II tuldilsto'it's orchestra.
_lames A. Gannett, Mrs. J. C. Gannett, day. Dec. 3. at 7 P.M. in Aubert Hall.
foormal dances in .klutimi II all are, as a rule, too well attCM led. With anti tn.. from below.
Miss I lt.len Lengyel. Miss Ava W. Chad- Freshman girls who intend to major in
fraternity booths encrolaching on the inme-tiwo-large hall-space. there has
Charles Daniels and Robert Vickery THANKSGIVING DAY STAG hourne, Dean Achsa Bean and Miss Haz- chemistry are invited to attend.
DANCE
el Parks.
aluays 10(111 ciingestii On at If trit
are acting Captain and Manager respecCar, as iti previous years, there
team
which
will
number
not
Decorations were in green and yellow,
tis
el)
of
the
Dr. L. S. Merrill. Dean of the ColIt is probable that cuntlitions will be changed if those running the
more than thirty men, selected f nom the %ill he a stag dance Thanksgiving af- vs ith chrssanthemums on each table. The lege of Agriculture. A. I.. Deering, Asdance !persist in their intention' and actually admit oonly twill hundred
three upper classes. Although the ma- ternoon in Alumni Hall, Phi Mu sorori- committee in charge was Elizabeth Liv- sistant Director of the Agricultural Excouples.
jority oof the matches do not CIline until ty is conducting the dance this year, and ingstone. Elk-ti Wareham. Jessie Fraser, tension Sersice. arid Pearl S. Greene.
We hope that the attendance will be held rigidly too the established Amiar), 1031. the team begins practice is laying plans for UI el features.
;racy Quarringtom and Melba Gifford.
Professor of Houle Economics, are atfigure. aml that Busse uithonit tickets will I.e refused admissiiin too the Friday after-roam, Ntovember 21st, Captending the Land Grant College Associatain Andrew J. McFarland of the Miltion meeting ill Washington, D. C., this
dance.
BARKER TO SPEAK IN
PHYSICS CLUB MEETING
neck.
The experiment will be watched unit interest by those wino will be itars Department will act as varsit
CHAPEL
coach during the ensuing year.
running daneo - in the hall on other occasions,
The semi-monthly meeting of the
The partially completed schedule of 31
Dr. I. harks E. Barker will be the as- Physics Club was held
last Wednesda)
NOTICE
intercollegiate matches includes matches sembly
speaker on Monday. December I,
at 204 Auhert Hall. The president, Otto
Fencing candidates are asked to report
bottoming
institutions:
ss
ith
the
CHURCH NOTICE
%hen he will speak to the entire student
.on Fridays and Mondays at 4:15 to Ber1931
body on the subject -flow tel Make the Pasanen. ease an illustrated talk on "The
nard Schneider. in the Map Room in the
10
Cornell
University.
Mississippi
Jan.
Methodist Episcopal Church
M sit out of Life." Ile will speak in the Fifteen Mile Ilydro-Electric Develop!tI('fll,,rial
University
Armies.
Nen
York
"The Gospel for Main Street"
Tibinksuititig Sunda) Nlorning at the
iyIlltlast11111.
ment in Vermont." The talk proved to
ii) S harks h. Bo
Jan. 17 Georgetown University. Penn.
r]
w
ti tilt.slot S hurch the pastor, Rev. HerAt 1:30 he will address the men in the la. exceptionally interesting and enlightState College, University of Dayton.
o harks E Brown, Dean hoer tins oof
Gymnasium and at 3:20 will speak to the ening.
man IS Berke, n ill preach tin the subJohn Hopkins University
iht Divinity School of Yale Cunt:rots,
.AI the close of the talk, Doctor Fitch
ject "Green Pastures." The musical pro- Jam 24 Carnegie Tech., North Carolina no omen in the Chapel.
School Supplies
has written a book sn present day rcDr. Barker spoke at the University pooceetled to answer the questions left by
University
WashState
College,
of
Price
groom
amli
Books, Memo Books, Founconsist
of
a
tenor
solo
isgi.'ii iii
langttagy 111 the 141VMAn•
seseral years ago and made a great im- students in the club's question] box.
ington
tain Pens, Architect's Supplies
lis pi incipal iihje4:t in writing this work "M herc'er you Walk," by Handel, by
pression
the student body, lie is a
!kali Stes ens has been secured to speak
er sit,' • if Nem I lionrjiirc,
rzyrythino for the Office
Ilit. Isildic a hook gill reli t arletoon 11a)vs. and the choral anthem Jam 31 i.ell
s Ers Illteri
,
111114 speaker and has the fair-- at iho• nest meeting id
the club, which
nisersits
of
Wyoming,
United
"limn
art
Praised
iii
/it
a,,"
It) McPhail.
•o• liii malorit‘ of people consider
tilt.% of putting his message arr....,
will be held Tuesday. Nov. 25. His sulv
CENTRAL OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
States Militar Acadent)
acd ii a i.iiigit.i' iiit C"Ilegf Harookl Inman, siodinist. %ill assist.
•
met will be "The Follies of Science."
18 Central Street
Tel. 226
Michigan
Stale
4
Alorge.
Feb
7
sl to IAill. 111-mi •• Matt. and da) laborer
Mr. Ma's II. timer. of the Manors
TOUCH
FOOTBALL
RESULTS
\II
students
are
Bangor
%%Octane.
and
urged
to
sersity
rof
Kentucky
Department. will be the speaker at the
twilit-stand. Neeilless to
.ottend.
I k.in lie•an 11.1• accomplished the task Student Fos-tun at the %Vetch., Ilouse ill Feb. 14 Uni‘ersity of I klass Sr.-. I )rec..n
Iii tin 11:1,
1 'ASTI( Kappa SIRMA
of
University
Cincinnati
Aggies.
t..t. %shah la set hinisclt awl has done ii,.- e%coing. The I"'runt is
tlit, intramural touch foidhall series by
State
i 411 admirable fashion.
the Fellsoashtp Hour uhkh be- Forb, 21 Lafayette College,
ommog
pair of tilts, one from Beta
M4ersity
The 1...k beern• with the story lit SI- gins at fo:351. The Epuoorth League meets
and the other loom Lambda Chi. by the
Feb. 17 De Patin Unisersits
'II the Ph.orisee and the noman with in the t hutch 'Vestr) at 5:45 Alla %ill be
respective scores of 12-0 and 6-2. Kappa
Feb. 28 State University of Iona. Rose
the box oi ointment and their experience kit by the pastor.
Sigma easily took the Beta game by scorPolytechnic Institute
THE BEST OF FOODS
with Jesus. The former represents the
ing twice. The first touchdown came as
Mar,
7
University
South
of
Michigan.
upper part tof Main Street. and the latter
Universalist Church
a result of a long forward pass, and the
and
t -arolina Preshsterian College. New
the Inner. Jesus brings the two together
the Unisersalist Church ton Sunday
other by intercepting a forward pass.
e
x
o
Age
ies
and his mtluente causes them both too there nill be the Thanksgising Selo ice
The Lambda Chi game, however, was
change for the better. The .t,'r is Ap- at 1030 A NI.. with a sermon by Mrs. Mar 14 Unisersity of Tennessee. Okla- rmore eserils contested. Kappa Sigma
homa .‘igaira. Texas A and M Colplieable
times—the upper part of spoerl There *ill also la- a program of
arts led in this game by a 2-0 soon. until
lege
Main Street is file
t
dial in 414'441 music los Mr. Albert Lane, Orthy last three minutes of play. Lambda
whenever you wish at no extra
Mar. 21 University of California. UMattitude .4 Me prestnt MI) "re- ganist. suit \h. Helen Park. SollM111
Chi made their score toy recovering a
cost.
sersity
'of
idatk,
ligionists- toward their las and
hureli Sch.,.,1 at II :30.
I imble caused loya had pass from center.
This is the happy combination
Besides competing in the above matches
brethren.
Kappa
Sigma scored when Raynni White
that our
the I. 'iii'.
will enter two five-man
The author striki • at flit industrial
Fellowship Church
ran around the end for a touchdown
tram. in the National ROTC. Rifle
sy stem of our day and show. the foibles Fellowship t hutch: t
This game ends the toouch fonthall series
NI. Sharpe, Matchrs
to he fired during February,
and shortcomings
the %anon. classes, Minister. 'I here %ill be a Thanksgiving
and o.fle ten-man team in the First Corps for thr• season.
-The (iii.;.-! of Main Strert'• is ah,ois scrs ice voth appropriate Sermon. NIrs
Area Intercollegiate Matches to be fired
hiCh will find its nav to man) rvader•, ,o onion
No oy es. sholinist, a ill play
offers you. Drop in after the theatre, afternoon or
NOTICE
,1tiring January and February, 1931.
because it lirings tii thc as erage man ht. 'Chants tin Voyageurs" by Paderewski
evening.
There will be a smoker given tonight.
411,t 'Call/oil:C. by Bohm. Mrs, L.
religion and what it really means.
II.
You are welcome to dine and dance any hour of the
Thursdas, for engineering students of
NOTICE
Merrill. soprano, will sing Dickson's
the Universit. The smoker will be held
day.
Thanks Be to God.""Come. Ye Thank.
DEBATING NOTICE
1.Airlit candidates are to report for . on .klumiti Hall at 7:00 and the various
int Pelvic Come." is the anthem by the
A Night Club Atmosphere
the beginning of the season on Monday. Technical clubs will put on entertainN11 students interested in debating are Junior Choir
Always a Good Time.
Nos. 24 and Wednesday. Nov. 26, to ments.
asked to report to Mr. Bricker. Monday.
NII are nelcome ii Vic sers ices at this
66 Main St.. Bangor
Freshmen are particularly invited to
Louis Asali, in Alumni Hall gym during
Over Atlantic Cafeteria
at 233 Arts and Sciences.
S. hurch.
the 7:h and 8th hours.
attend.
•
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THE MAINE CAMPUS
WOMEN'S RIFLE PRACTICE
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MAINE STUDENTS IN

REPORT
The Freshette and Women s Varsity,
I he Bel; Telephone company has pub:Me Teams have begun practice for •
At a preliminary meeting of the Fenccoming indoor bC.Aiull. The Fresh—
shed a piece of research by Norman R. an R.O.T.C. uniform is procured, and ing team held on Friday afternoon in
are practicing on Tuesdays and
1 rench and two others in collaboration the honorary Lieutenant Colonel appears the Armory. about twenty candidates
Anshody who thinks that eses or lips on
Thursdays from two until four-thirty,
Words and Sounds of Telephone Con- at the annual battalion parade held some were present. It was decided to hold
and the Varsity at the same time on are important to a beautiful girl is bark- ! versations. This work should have con- time during the spring. This is the third practices on Mondays. Tuesdays, ThursMontlass. Wednesdays and Saturdays. ing up the wrong tree, according to siderable linguistic and phonetic interest. year that the custom of electing a co-ed
(La)s and Fridays. the candidates choosbout taenty girls reported to Captain Florenz Ziegfeld. world-famous glorifier The authors have listed the words used to this position has been in practice at
Maine.
Miss
Pauline
and
A%ery
Hall of Ketuie- ing the tao afternoons most convenient
Manager Marjorie of the American girl, whose first
Marion
venture in various telephone conversations, using,
Dean Stewis for the Varsity team. The into motion pictures is represented by for example, 500 for nouns, 500 for bunkport was elected the first year, and to them. It is the aim of the team to
freshmen are reporting to Captain Mc- "Whoopee," starring Eddie Cantor, which verbs, and 500 for adjectives and adverbs. Miss Pauline Stearns of Millinocket. a make tencing an intramural sport this
rarland in the map room of the gym comes to the Strand theatre on Nov. 26- They have counted the number of differ- sister sit one of this year'.1 nominees. year. All men interested are urged to
preliminars instructions. Captain 27. This picture, produced by Samuel ent words used and compared these with was the second to hold the position.
• ,r
report as soon as possible.
McFarland is to coach the Freshman Goldwyn from the stage musical smash the corresponding number used in written
The Militars Ball at %%Inch the honoram and Captain Wear the Varsity. of the same name brings to the screen English as compiled by Godfrey Dewey. ary Lieutenant Colonel is chosen, is sponNOTICE
for the first time the results of Mr. Zieg- A list of the common words used in these sored by the local R.O.T.C. unit, and arCHEMISTRY FILM SHOWN feld's connoisseurship of feminine beauty. conversations is tabulated showing the rangements are being made by the Scab- A special meeting of the Girls' Varsits
And according to him, noses are the number of times each occurs. These bard and Blade society. Linwood G. Ride Club is to be held Monday noon,
X tao reel film illustrating the mann- most important considerations in beauty. words are then compared with the fre- Cheney of Portland is president of the Nov. 24, at 12:45 in the Balentine Sun:acture and uses of Bakelite was shown "Eyes, hair, complexion and figure she quency of their use in written English. Scabbard and Blade, and is in general parlor. Eteryone is expected to attend
n; Sullen Hall last Thursday, by the must have. of course," he says, speaking The words are also classified with refer- charge of arrangements. Ile is being as it is an important meeting. Those who
lainistrs Department. "The Chemical of the ideal beauty. "A beautiful mouth ence to their origin from Latin or Anglo- assisted by a committee consisting of are unable to be present, notify Marion
;-•1-, I Alcohol' is the title of the next is not absolutely necessary, but her chin Saxon sources. An important part of the William Wells of Hanover. Mass., Avery, Captain.
scheduled for Thursday, Dec. 4, at is second in importance to her nose. A investigations is devoted to the subject George Berry of Orono, Norton Lamb
;
T•
girl may have all the other things that of sounds in which the varieties of pro- of Portland. and Donald Fogg of Banmake for beauty, but she must have a nunciation used in the same word by gor. Owing to the size of the hall, only is hoped that it will prevent over crowd"Fhomas 1.. Lawler '29, who is with good nose before she may be called beau- people in the different sections of the 200 tickets are to be sold. This is a ing the gym, a thing that has happened
Ihe General Electric Company at Pitts- tiful. I think we naturally look at other country are noted. The three authors departure from the usual custom, and it at most of the dances previously held.
field. Mass., was a visitor on the cam- persons' noses first."
come from Maine, Illinois, and New Jerlast week.
Good legs are important too, he thinks, sey. and have done their college and uniMr. Lawrence Osborn attended the but in this day of longer skirts, the im- versity work at Maine. Princeton, HarHarvard-Michigan football game at Cam- portance they had two or three years vard, Oxford, and New York University.
bridge November 8.
ago is on the wane. For anyone who is Mr. French is an alumnus of the UniverKenneth Downing '29 who is with the going to do stage dancing, an excellent sity of Maine in the class of 1914, with
major work in Physics, in which departNen England Public Service Corpora- figure cannot be dispensed with.
ment
he also took his Master's degree.
ii .Augusta. was a recent visitor on
One of the greatest assemblies of
After serving as instructor in the departthe University campus.
feminine beauty ever seen was gathered
ment at Maine, he took a similar position
together for this Goldwyn-Ziegfeld proBAXIAIR, MAINE
The game at Connecticut marks the duction of "Whoopee." Five thousand at Princeton, and then left the teaching
cud of a long series of Maine hockey applicants were interviewed, comprising field for research work with the Bell
COLI.F.GE CLEANSERS AND DYERS
•cams. Maine will not again be repre- the prize beauties of Hollywood and New Telephone Company.
On the campus ecer,night to
and deliver work
;rifled in hockey against other schools. 'York, the centers of beauty in a nation
toention has been turned to group ath- known the world over for beautiful Samuel
Goldwyn and Florenz Ziegfeld
letics, varsity sports being abandoned.
women. The combined expertness of was a guarantee of infallible selection.
Maine played only two scheduled games
this year, and were victorious in both.
This was the last chance that Maine had'
.
to show their prowess in varsity hockey.
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MAINE ALUMNUS IN INTERESTING RESEARCH
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Maine students will take part in an
intercollegiate apple-judging contest, at
Amherst. Mass., Nov. 22. Scott Rand,
Peter Clem, and Raymond White have
been chosen to represent Maine. Dr.
J. II. Waring of the Horticultural delit uncut a-ill go with them.
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.1 sscnty-tw ttceii reported out for O
fencing at the meeting held last Friday
afternoon in the map room of the armory. The men were divided into two
groups by Coach Bernard Schneider, and
each division is to attend practise sesioits %Inch will be held twice each week.
The first regular practise was la
Monday afternoon in the map-room, din
:Ili: %%Inch Coach Schneider gave pry
hmitiary instructions. This was followed
short exhibition match.
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Fri., Nov. 21
"THE SEA WOLF"
with Milton Sills, Jane Keith an.;
Raymond Hackett,
Jack London's greatest story

Special Holiday Bill
Wed. & Thurs., Nov. 26-27
"WHOOPEE"
Absolutely the best entertamme:
ever produced. Worth seeing iivti
and over again.
hi mite Rockne's Football Series
Every Wednesday
iluoys is flood show al the
Strand."

TRAVEL
TRAVEL

SERVKIE

FREE

Booklet Tours Cruises Bermuda,
Havana. Florida, West Indies,
Europe. Phone, call or write
PORTLAND TOURIST CO.,
198 Middle St.. Portland, Maine.
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Burnished inirror-bright, etched in an
acid-bath, a shiny square ofsteel is placed
in the projector microscope in the metallography room at Crane laboratories.
To the layman, the texture disclosed is
surprising as the filigree design of magnified snowflakes. Sometimes it is like a
relief map of mountain ranges,sometimes
like finely veined marble,sometimes like
cumulous clouds.
But to the scientist in metals who judges
it with a connoisseur's eve, the surface
tells a far wider story. It discloses coarse
uneven or beautiful fine grains, tells of
disproportions and proportions of constituents in the alloy, speaks volumes
concerning malleability, ductility, hardness... gives a key to action (lithe metal
in service, all based upon knowledge of
the product.
Careful metallographic records of all
metals used in Crane valves and fitti n
painstaking microscopic examination of
all new metals offered for possible use,
are a part of the check and double check
and triple check which is routine in Crane
research and manufacturing.
The full story of Crane application of
chemistry and science to metals is told in
afasci nating book,"Pioneering in Science."
It is a va!uable reference book forstudents.
Let us send you one..

.111154 interesting BOOKS in
air Lending Library.

oks, Foun; Supplies
Office

SEVENTY-FIFTH

with Charles Rogers and Hetet
Kane. The Thrills come thick and
fast iii this sea-twisted adventuri

STEEL under
the microscope

isked to report
t 4:15 to Berp Room in the
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Thurs., Nov. 20
"HEADS UP"

COMPLETE

On the Campus

Orono

STEPPING
I 85 5

Father: What is that you're reading so
,erionsly, Margaret?
Margaret: A novel, father. call;
• Love Will Out."
Father: Usual junk. I suppose: "n•lounger generation.
Margaret: Yes. Father. you ga•e it to
ni; it her t nay years aim
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Mon. and Tues., Nov. 24-25
"PLAYBOY OF PARIS"
with Maurice Chevalier

Phone 217-2 for appointments

nt•,,r

dfid /king

Bill Riley

until

Phi held a meeting last week and elected
to membership Frances M. Fuger, Jo—
,epli Schultz, Edwin C. Guptill and Se- •
.,a,tian Louis Scheffer.
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PHI KAPPA PHI ELECTS
—•-"[he active members of Phi Kappa
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Sat., Nov. 22
"LOVE IN THE ROUGH"
with Robert Montgomery, Bemo
Rubin and Dorothy Jordan.
Another comedy worth seeing

University Store Co.

Ian entertained
au sorority at
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It looms up large in their lives
The telephone has a big place in the daily lives
of most people today, but its place will be even
bigger tomorrow.
Its importance has been fostered by the work
of men in all phases of the telephone business
and no little part has been taken by those engaged in selling. They have helped to effect
an increase of more than three and a half mil.

RAN E'

•;

BELL SYSTEM

pipING ma,TEPIALS TO COMIC( AND (OPTICS
STEAM LIQUIDS OIL. GAS OMMIGALS
CRANK CO

lion Bell telephones in the last five years. In
the same period they have been instrumental
in making the public realize more completely
the telephone's usefulness. Result: an increase from 49,000,000 calls per day to
65,000,000.
For men with a leaning toward sales promotion, Me opportunity is Mere!

GENERAL OFFICII: BIG S. MICHIGAN ARIL. CNICA130
NEW YORK OFFICES: 23 VII111 411vo 1512115

Nichols' Drug Store
Cafeteria ,

mossommilre

Orono. Maim
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

EVERY BANKING SERVICE
At any office of this bank y ou will find complete
facilities for handling your

Check Accounts, Savings Accounts,
Safe Deposits, Investments,
Trusts
. in "All .Vaine" hank lor all Manic

MERRILL TRUST COMPANY
BANGOR, MAINE
Branches at
Dover-Foxcrof t
Jonesport
Machias

Belfast
Bucksport
Dexter

Milo
Old Toni,
Orono

Total Registrar Ozer $20,000,000.00

Men's Suits and Topcoats
Ladies Coats and Dresses
Cleaned and Pressed
We have the largest establishment in this section of the State, equipped with
the most modern machinery, and employ skilful and experienced help.
We call and deliver. Prompt service.
Our motto is

Quality—Service—Satisfaction

Bangor, Boston and New York Dye House
!Omsk:

Brisaaui
eleph. me 4740-4741

F. W. SPENCER
Coal, Wood, Ice, Grain and Fccd
Jobbing

President Bradstreet of the Masque
spoke to the audience about the splendid
work that the officers if the Masque are

MEET

cote)

t•

AVIATION ENTHUSIASTS

Girls' Varsity Hockey Team Wins
Final Game from Connecticut, 6-3

Professor Esau) of the department oi
doing in order to make these productions
Joh:: Longley. making his first appearThose who made the trip besides the
Civil Engineering called a meeting of
possible. President Bradstreet also stated
ance 'n a Masque production, did a very
all men interested in aviation in Wingate 'coach. Miss Lengyel, and umpire. Miss
how fortunate the Nla.que has been in
4reditable piece of acting as the young
, Hall last Tuesdas evening. Mr. R. A. Rogers, were: Bee Spitler, Mgr., Stubby
..i plays it has
procuring the high
gentleman oi the times. Miss Gull foil,
!Mulherin, pilot at the Bangor Airport. Burrill, Babe West, Martha Smith, Polly
been presenting.
who played oppocite Longley, as the
'spoke on flying. It was decided to see Bruno. Merrita Dunn, Spud Churchill,
The music for the play was furnished
-eemingly demure young lady. but in
what could be done towards establish- Clara Richardson, Emily Thompson,
by the University Concert Orchestra unreality coquettish, was splendid in this
ing a course in Aeronautics and Aerody- Jean Kierstead, Kay Trickey, Grace Leder the direction of Mr, Galen Ireayo. namics, and also to
fine production.
attempt to form an mime, Marjorie Moulton, Marion CarMaster
of
the
Concert
Harold
Doe,
Mr.
ter and lkie Montgomery.
well
were
aviation
of
the
play
club.
parts
The minor
lineup was as follows:
acted. Bradstreet played the ,part of Bangor Symphony Orchestra, gave sevAnother meeting will be held in 14 The
CONN.
sting... and Dorothy Blair that .,1 the eral fine violin solos during the evening. Wingate next Tuesday evening, Novem- MAINE
rw, Avery
efficient little maid. Theodore Prescott
ber 25, at 7 o'clock. All members of the West, rvi
ri, Fieneman
as Diggory, Philip Brockway as Rogers.
NOTICE
faculty and student body interested in Smith, ri
Burrill, ci
cf, Richter
F. 11. 1Villiamson as Jeremy, and Reed
aviation are urged to attend.
111 tho.e ha% jog fencing equipment beIi, Chapman
and Mosher as servants gave a very credBrown, Ii
longing to the University- are asked to Debaters Form League
itable performance.
lw, Smith
with Other Dunn, lw
.At t'i.. ,-..nclusi,:n of one of the acts return it to Wally's P.T. office.
Churchill, rh
rh, Northrup
N. E. Colleges
Richardson, ch
ch, Vsny
, .ry unemployment insurance" for the Thompson, lh
lh, Hansen
rb, Dartt
mem and "Resolved, that the talking mo- Kierstead, rb
lb. Houlihan
tion picture has a tendency to eliminate 'Frickey, lb
Interviews with famous men and women about campus #b
Lemoine, gk
gk, Robinson
the drama."
Blondy Hincks
Other debates being arranged, with Maine Goals: Burrill 4, Brown 2.
frono's Ness Night 1Vatchman
colleges not in the league, include one Conn. Goals: Fieneman 1, Richter 1,
Visny I.
with the U. of Oklahoma, the U. of
that the toasted cheese sandwiches sold hy the
Manly
Substitutions:
Montgomery for KierFlorida. and a dual debate with New
add just that extra punch needed to roll up the
stead. Carter for Trickey.
York University.
•idewalks in the peaceful 1.ittle Ilamlet of Orono.
Mills for Hansen, Phillips for Mills,
Watch next week's camrus for the Interview with Blondy•s Assistant
Jenkins Urges Men to Go Out for Holbrook for Smith, N. Houlihan for
Fienemans Trowbridge for Chapmarkf
Track
111111.WKStorrs for Visny.
mark in intercollegiate competition. The Scorers and timers. Beakey and Spiller.
.uccess of the track team will in large
measure be determined by the number of
men who try out for it. Coach Jenkins4
will be pleased to give all the individuA Phi Mu jeweled pin hearing the
to make room for Christmas stock
al instruction needed in any event, and name of Arlene Robbins. Finder please
desires a large number of candidates.
return to Registrar's office.
t hi sale 1 liursday, Friday and Saturday of next week

150 boxes
Writing Paper and Envelopes
:•it
University Pharmacy
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are no longer affiliated with Pat fluddilston or the TroubadourExclusive booking on the campus through Phil Cohen
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Reach-Wright and Ditson Box Toe Hockey
and
ALFRED JOHNSON RACERS
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Hockey Supplies
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Sticks—Gloves—Shin Guards—Pucks
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Whole-hearted,
natural, real!

Alice.
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113 Year,
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EQUALLY genuine

is the response of smokers to Chesterfield's satisfying goodness, its
wholesome smoothness.
No one ever has to "acquire"
a taste for Chesterfields. You
don't have to learn to like them.
Smokers take to their pleasing
flavor instinctively . . . and
here's why:
MILDNESS — the entirely
natural mildness of tobaccos
that arc without harshness
or bitterness.
BETTER TASTE — Such as
only a cigarette of wholesome
purity and better tobaccos
can have.

DANCE PROGRAMS

BACON PRINTING CO.
Producers of Fine Printing
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Reduced Prices
Perfect Records
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Andrews MusiclHouse Co.
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PIANOS, MUSIC, VICTOR RECORDS, RADIO
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SMOKERS' ARTICLES

MILDER

Drop in white you're do:An

Cigars
Tobacco

C.buterfrld Ctgarrtto are manufacuirrd by
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBALLO CO.
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